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BACK IN THE'SWING'
Falcon netters cruise past Northern Kentucky 8-1;
Justin Overholser posts tough three-set victory ...see Sports p.8
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BRIEFLY
CAMPUS
Muego named fellow:

Benjamin Muego, associate professor
of political science and Faculty
Senate secretary, recently was
named a fellow at the East-West
Center in Honolulu, Hawaii, for the
next academic year.
The East-West Center is a public,
non-profit educational institution
established in 1960 as a world center
for cultural and technical interchange
between the East and West.
Muego will be working on a book
about the Philippine military while in
residency at the center.

Leaders sought: Applications

still are available for Black Student
Union executive positions. The
submission deadline is April 6 and any
interested persons may apply.
Also the Jackson-ToUiver
scholarship award applications are
available and are due April 13. The
award is open to all black students.
Applications for both are available
in the Office of Minority Programs
and Activities on the third floor of the
University Union.

CITY
Register to vote: Any Wood
County resident who would like to be
eligible to vote in the May 8 primary
must register to vote or make a
name/address change by April 9.
This may be done at the Board of
Elections office at the Wood County
Courthouse or at the Student Service
Building.

STATE

NATION
Refugees denied

asylum: The United States has
routinely denied asylum to refugees
from oppression in countries it
considers friendly, while granting
asylum to those fleeing Communist
governments, Amnesty International
and congressional critics charged
Wednesday.
The international human rights
organization said from June 1983 to
September 1989 only 2 percent of
Guatemalans seeking asylum were
successful. It said the figure for El
Salvador was 2.5 percent and for Haiti
a little more than 2 percent.
"The United States government is
slamming the door to its Salvadoran.
Guatemalan and Haitian neighbors,'
John Healey, executive director of
Amnesty International USA, said at a
news conference.

HISTORY
On this date: In 1967, a

University committee selected
Gerald Ford, then Michigan
representative to Congress, as the
keynote speaker for Greek Week.
Compiled from local and AP
wire reports

High 45°
Low 35°

'Prohibition does not work'
Group urges ,&:r4^t$&?
legalization
of marijuana

Jl

Pot

advocate
arrested for
obstruction

by James A. Tinker
staff writer

by James A. Tinker
staff writer

Legalize it.
That's what members of "HEMP
Tour '90" want the U.S. government to
do with hemp, and Wednesday afternoon in front of Moseley Hall they told
students why.
During the rally, several speakers
from "Help Eliminate Marijuana Prohibition" explained their stances on the
legalization of hemp/mariiuana
through statistics and historical information. The activists are scheduled to
be at Portside in Toledo today with the
funkadelic band Red Fly Nation, and
in Ann Arbor, Mich., Sunday for the
annual "Hash Bash."
Wednesday's rally was not intended
to be a display of civil disobedience, but
burning marijuana could be smelled.
Hemp, is a tall Asiatic plant with
tough fibers which can be used to make
rope, sailcloth, linen, canvas, fuel and
other products. It also can be smoked
— that's marijuana.
"What they ve outlawed is the cultivation of a botanical substance," said
Shan Clark, tour coordinator.
Hemp was made illegal in 1937 because of money, but speakers at the
rally claimed it should become legal
again for economic and social reasons.
It commonly was used to make clothing because of its soft, durable fibers,

A member of "HEMP Tour '90" was
arrested Wednesday afternoon for allegedly obstructing official business
when officers boarded the tour bus
which was impounded by the police.
Paul Troy, of Lexington, Ky., said he
was asleep on the bus, parked off campus, when city police boarded it in order to search for marijuana. Troy
protested the search, claiming it was a
violation of rights. He was removed
from the bus and taken into custody.
He was released Wednesday night on
a $100 bail and a court date has been set
for April 4, according to tour coordinator Shan Clark.

BG News/Mark Deckard
HEMP (Help Eliminate Marijuana Prohibition) tour coordinator Shan Clark, left, talks to
students about why the tour members favor the legalization of marijuana. Clark cited
uses for marijuana ranging from use as a medicine to use as a fuel as reasons for
legalizing the drug.

but when artificial fibers such as nylon
were invented, big industry pushed to
make hemp illegal, said Ben Masel,
another activist.
When industry and government
wanted to make hemp illegal, they began labeling it "marijuana" — an evil
plant from Mexico.
Masel said the government began issuing licenses for "legitimate" hemp
production in 1937, but by 1945 no one
could grow the plant in the United
States.
Kevin Kraska, junior creative writing major, was perhaps the most eloquent of the rally s speakers, wearing a
three-piece suit and reading from a

prepared text.

He said marijuana should be
legalized and heavily taxed so revenue
could be used to help treat drug addicts
and educate people to prevent initial
substance abuse.
"A lot of people are hurting and people need help from drug addiction, he
said.
People diseased with addiction are
treated as criminals, rather than receiving adequate help, he said.
Only 30 percent of drug czar William
Bennett's budget is earmarked for
treatment while the rest is aimed at
D See Hemp, page 3.

Police officials could not be reached
for comment on the incident.
The bus was later returned and no
charges for possession of marijuana
were filed. Activists said the bus was
returned in a disheveled condition and
some hemp legalization literature was
missing.
"It is an absolutely groundless
charge and I'm sorry my activist had
to go through this while we were having
a successful rally," Clark said.
Campus police said they had no problems regarding the rally or its participants.

Day care a possibility Underground

Clean air vs. coal: America

can have both clean air and coal
mines and Congress should be able to
balance the two, Ohio and West
Virginia miners said Wednesday as
they rallied at the Capitol to try to put
the brakes on fast-moving
anti-pollution legislation.
About 500 miners and their families
cheered Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va.,
as he promised to keep pushing for
financial assistance for miners
thrown out of work by changes in the
legislation.
Byrd said people in western and
northeastern states don't make a
connection between the electricity
that powers their televisions and
microwave ovens and the
Appalachians who mine the coal for
that electricity.
"That electricity comes from the
sweat of your brow," said Byrd, who
said during his tenure as majority
leader he made sure no clean-air
legislation came before the Senate.

Weather

by Jeremy S. Weber
staff writer

After several delays, day care facilities at the University could become a reality in the near future.
Sally Kilmer — chairwoman of last year's Faculty
Senate committee to study the need for day care —
spoke at Tuesday's meeting in support of a day care
project.
Kilmer's committee surveyed faculty and students
regarding day care needs and the following was proposed:
DA day care facility for children of students and
faculty by August, 1990.
D Capability of serving 100 children aged one
month to 12 years.
[Hours ranging between 7:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.,
with a trial semester of extended hours between 5:30
and9:30p.m.
DA child-care staff with a ratio of at least two fulltime employees for each part-time worker.
^Additional study to determine the need for day
care at Firelands campus.
Kilmer said she is unsure how the presentation was
received by the faculty members.
"I left right after the presentation, so I'm not sure
what they thought of it, she said. "It's really up to
the senate or the (University) president whether or
not to take action on it."
David Newman, Faculty Senate chairman and
Harold Lunde, senate vice chairman, have both gone
on record as supporting University-sponsored day
care.
"We (Faculty Senate members) were very much
in favor of her recommendations," Newman said. "I
think having a day care system would send a message to the world and a very good one at that.''

Newman said day care would help attract students
and teachers to the University.
' 'We ought to have day care to attract the best people," he said. "Women and minorities would especially benefit from it, since they are the people most

"We (Faculty Senate members)
were very much in favor of her
recommendations. I think
having a day care system would
send a message to the world and
a very good one at that."
-David Newman, Faculty Senate
Chairman
in need of it."
An action committee will be formed to study such
questions as cost, Newman said, adding Kilmer
probably will be the chairwoman of that committee.
A preliminary estimate on the cost of establishing
a day care center is about $100,000.
Kilmer also has spoken to the administrative staff
council committee and the classified staff council
committee about the committee's recommendations,
which she said were originally written in December.
"If anyone is interested. I'd be glad to meet with
them," she said. "Hopefully, we can get some action
taken on this."

club 1to seek
'new crowd
by Brenda VanSise
city writer

After brief renovations, a bar featuring live bands
and progressive music will open this weekend, replacing Slammers, 153 E. WoosterSt.
The Underground, has been remodeled in an effort
to attract a new" type of audience to the bar, according to co-owner Rob Montgomery.
"Slammers was a bar catering to the younger students — more of a 'disco' type of bar," Montgomery
said. "We are going to try to attract a crowd that is
interested in original rock 'n' roll, as well as progressive music."
The Underground will feature live bands every
Wednesday through Saturday and Montgomery said
he hopes this will give local bands the opportunity to
be exposed to the community.
Wednesday nights will be "classic rock" night:
Thursday through Saturday will feature "original
rock" nights. The rest of the week will be devoted to
progressive style music.
"The only other bar in Bowling Green that caters
to the progressive crowd is Uptown, on Tuesday
nights, Montgomery said. "We want to cater to
progressives throughout the week."
The Underground also will feature a wider variety
of drinks than Slammers, he said. They will offer
premium beers and a variety of mixed drinks.
This weekend a progressive/funk band, Big Hunk
of Cheese, will play for the grand opening at the Underground. Iron Wood, a classic rock band, will be
featured next Wednesday.

Whistle keychains Deposits rejected
available next fall House recycling bill says no to bottle returns
In an attempt at improving campus
safety, the Resident Student Association will provide whistle keychains for
on-campus students next fall.
"Other universities who have gotten
whistles report that their crime rate
has gone down significantly," RSA adviser Mlchele Holt said. "If (the whistles) have increased the safety and reduced the crime on other campuses,
then it's good enough for us."
Previously, the group provided rubber keychains printed with the students
hall phone number to students living in
the residence halls, according to RSA
President Karri Bachman.
Since RSA would buy keychains anyhow, she said, the whistles are an "ex-

cellent plus."
The Advisory Committee on General
Fee Allocations, which sets the funding
for the group, suggested the idea to
RSA last year. RSA members are
researching the idea now and it will be
implemented next fall.
Bachman believes the whistle keychains will benefit the students, be
more practical and promote a safer
environment.
"We are trying to prevent certain
types of crime, help people be more
aware and to put (the whistles) to good
use," Bachman said.
Whistles will be distributed during
check-in at residence halls and will be
given to male and female students.

COLUMBUS (AP) — A recycling bill
that steers clear of deposits on bottles
and cans was recommended for passage by a House panel Wednesday, one
day after a competing measure proposing deposits emerged from a Senate
committee.
The House State Government Committee approved the measure on a 12-1,
bipartisan vote.
State Rep. Barney Quilter
(D-Toledo) said a vote by the full House
on his non-deposit bill was expected
Thursday. Passage appeared assured
since Quilter already had lined up 50
co-sponsors in the 99-member chamber.
Quilter ruled out a compromise over
the issue of deposits on beverage con-

tainers.

"What they did in the Senate over
there, they took (the House bill) and
added deposits to it. That's what they
have over there. I don't think that's
right," he said in an interview.
"'The bottom line is the fact there's
no way in the world I can see this legislature ever buying anything that has
deposits in it," Quilter said. "There's
no give and take on that. We just won't
buy it. I've got 50 sponsors on my bill,
and if I ever put deposits in I'll lose
two-thirds (of them).
Committee Chairman William Healy
(D-Canton) said the measure would
generate $16 million through a »l-pera See Recycle, page 3.
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Beam quality
TV to Cubans
Cuba, the last standing Marxist government in
Latin America, is digging in its heels against
attack from the U.S.
An airwave attack that is.
Cuban exiles in Florida are beaming
U.S.-sponsored television programming into Cuba
on a station called TV Marti. TV Marti is modeled
on Radio Marti, which went on the air in 1985.
The only problem is — the current programming
is idiotic.
Even so, Fidel Castro is not taking too kindly to
TV Marti. He calls it American aggression, but international agreements do not prevent a country
from engaging in television broadcasting to another countryAfter Cuban authorities jammed the initial
broadcasts of TV Marti on Tuesday, the State Department expressed regret, but said transmissions
will continue.
The Cuban government said it will not stop at
jamming the signals if broadcasting continues. Cuban officials said Cuban exiles in Florida could become targets of retaliation.
Possible measures include a suspension of air
and telephone links between the United States and
Cuba — services that exiles heavily depend on to
gather news about Cuba and communicate with relatives still in their homeland.
There also is the possibility that Cuba may try to
interfere with domestic U.S. stations. Last Friday,
Cuba broadcast a radio speech by President Fidel
Castro that disrupted stations along the Florida
coast and as far away as Nashville, Term.
Castro, trying to stir up popular sentiment
against this country, has been warning his countrymen that, with the U.S. military ouster of Panama's Gen. Manuel Noriega, Cuba may be next on
President Bush's agenda. He has said any invading
force will spill "rivers of blood."
And what capitalist, democratic message did the
United States bombard Cuba with as a prelude to
spilling "rivers of blood"? What is America's message to the restless Cuban people? With what did
our freedom-loving country threaten Castro's
beleaguered regime?
A tape from the 1971 Baltimore-Pittsburgh World
Series, a mediocre "Kate and Allie" sitcom, cheesy
MTV videos and an ever-informative travelogue
about New Mexico — a place many Cubans probably dream about visiting every day.
With these powerful pr
tools the U.S.
hopes to slowly choke the 1 f e out of Cuban communism.
With a program selection like that, the Cuban
people are probably drooling with anticipation for
American-style democracy in Cuba.
The people in charge of programming should
rethink their Mickey Mouse program selection and
provide the Cuban people with important and entertaining news — something they haven't had for
aboutlo years — to indicate the benefits of democHopefully, the Cuban people haven't already
been turned off by the television fare served to
them last week.
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Secrecy causes craziness
If there's one thing that drives
White House reporters crazy,
It's President Bush's insistence
on conducting aspects of foreign
policy in secret.
They say it forces administration aides, and the president, to
occasionally give misleading
answers to avoid blowing the
cover.
But no matter how much they
carp about secret missions to
China, behind-the-scenes talks
on German reunification, reluctance to detail efforts to free the
American hostages in Lebanon
and vagueness on communications with Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev, Bush shows no sign
of budging.
"You've got your job. and that
is to find out absolutely everything you can," Bush said at a
recent news conference. "But I
have mine, and that is to conduct the foreign policy of this
country the way I think best. If
the American people don't like
it, I expect they'll get somebody
else to lake my place."
At a recent speech before federal executives, Bush joked
about his running battle with the
press over secrecy. He offered
to give his views and then
paused.
"I'd like to," he said, "but
they're classified."
The quip brought much
laughter from the audience of
government workers, but
groans from the reporters.
So far, the public does not ap-

pear as concerned about Bush's
secrecy as the press. Chances
are that when Bush hammered
reporters for questioning his
right to keep some cards close to
his vest, a lot of people shouted,
"Right on!"

News
Analysis
by
Richard
Benedetto
guest
columnist
After all, Bush's approval ratings are running in the 75 percent range. That's a lot higher
than the marks most people give
the press.
So Bush continues on his
merry way, releasing information in bits and pieces, hoping to
be able to wait until all "Ts" are
crossed and "Is" are dotted before going public.
For example, he didn't go public with his proposal to cut U.S.
and Soviet troops in Europe to
195,000 each until he secretly
consulted with the NATO allies
and Gorbachev.
Bush defends his secrecy by

Parking policies
show minority bias

like to lease the building as a
house, they will be told that
there are not enough parking
spaces," said contractor Doug
Valentine.

To the Editor:
This letter is in response to the
article concerning biases in the
recently adopted parking policies which appeared in the
March 14 edition of The BG
News. After reading the article,
one question comes immediately to mind; Does the Bowling Green City Council reserve
the right to pass legislation that
is discriminatory against a specific minority group? Upon
examination of this issue, the
discrimination is obvious. For
example, what would be the
reaction to this legislation if the
word "minority" were substituted for the word "Greek"?
Consider these quotes from the
article.
"If I have an apartment building and a minority group would

"The new policy change now
requires only minority organizations ... to be accommodated
with one parking space for each
of its members.
"While minorities are not the
only group being affected, the
planning department is in the
process of making all new housing a 1-1 ratio for any group or
person."
While the council's planning
department claims that this legislation will be made allencompassing in the future, for
the time being it is target solely
at a minority group, Greeks.
Another troublesome issue in
the matter is the fact that the
ordinance was not clearly iden-
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tified nor its purpose delineated
in the council meeting. The discndminatory nature represents a
breech in University and city relations on the part of the city.
Even the Ward One (campus)
councilman, James Davidson,
recognized the nature of this ordinance, yet he too voted for it.
This action appears to be not
only a contradiction of his student oriented campaign platform, but more importantly, a
vote supporting discrimination.
If indeed the planning department follows through with its
proposition to make the ordinance apply to everyone, there
would be no legitimate cause for
grievance against the parking
codes. Until such a time,
however, this action stands as a
blatant discriminatory stab at
the Greek community.
Chris Adams, Community Relations Representative
Terry MlcheUtcb, IFC President

would be reached on Tuesday.
The press didn't buy it.
"It is not the first time the
president's words have seemed
to point in one direction while his
actions have gone in another,"
said ABC correspondent Brit
Hume.
Bush was so taken aback by
the vehemence in the media
reaction that he displayed a rare
show of pique, lashing out at reporters the next day. He said he
was going to cut down on the
number of news conferences he
holds and not be as forthcoming
with the press.
"We've got a whole new relationship, he said.
His anger didn't last long.
Less than 12 hours later, Bush
held another news conference.
But his view on secrecy was the
same.
Asked if he knew to what extent the United States and Colombia were cooperating militarily in the drug tight, Bush replied, "Yes. I faiow that"
A reporter asked if he would
"share that information.
"No," Bush snapped. "Why
not, sir?" "Because I don't feel
like it," be said. "If I shared it
with you, maybe the drug narcotrafffckers would find out about
it, and I don't want to do that."
Richard Benedetto is a writer
lor USA TODAY.

The News encourages
and welcomes any and all
gaeat columnists.
Please address all «ubmtartqosto: EaWscWBaWar
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Correction
The NCAA hockey Final
Four semi-finals this
weekend in Detroit begin
at 5 and 8 p.m., respectively. The championship
is at 2 p.m. Sunday. Incorrect times and days were
reported in Tuesday's edition of The BG News.

-by Vi I lamor M.Cruz

Green Harvest

Hi

insisting that a lot goes on in foreign policy negotiations, and in
debate within his own administration, "that has to be sorted
out without the spotlight of the
news."
He notes that the opening to
China in 1972 wouldn't have
happened if negotiations had
been conducted in the public
eye.
"There has to be that way," he
said.
Many reporters remain unconvinced. While they grudgingly concede some things directly relating to national security may be kept under wraps,
they said that does not give
government officials the right to
make false statements to the
press, and thereby mislead and
deceive the public.
Some news accounts charged
Bush was deceptive in a news
conference last month when
asked if it was time for the Allied Powers - France, Great
Britain, the Soviet Union and the
United States - to meet and discuss German reunification.
"No. Not at this time," he replied,
while adding the idea has
r
'credibility."
A day later, officials from
those countries announced
agreement on a process
whereby reunification talks can
get under way, triggering charges of deception.
Bush denied them, saying
things were moving so fast he
didn't know on Monday a deal

1
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Campus Life
Students
to 'rock'
for AIDS
This weekend a group of University students will "rock" for
a good cause — to raise money
for AIDS research.
The University Activities Organization and the American
Foundation for AIDS Research
are sponsoring the first rock-athon where organizations can
help combat the disease.
Organizations participating
are required to keep a rocking
chair in motion for the entire
18-hour period, according to
Shannon Walker, chairwoman
for the event.
Money for research is raised
through individual members of
organizations collecting donations.
Walker said her personal experience helped spark her interest in the event. After one of her
close friends "revealed himself' to her, she said she became
more aware of the occurrence of
homosexuality.
"It really shocked me when he
told me he was gay," Walker
said. "I never really thought
about it until he told me."
Walker said she hopes to
create similar reactions toward
AIDS here through the rock-athon because "I want to let people know that AIDS is here and
in Ohio and that it is a real problem."
One organization participating in the rock-a-thon is Delta
Zeta sorority.
DZ President Mary Beck said
the sorority decided to particiBate because the members beeve AIDS awareness is something important to the campus.
"We felt it is a good cause and
something our chapter should
do," she said.
The event begins 8 p.m. Friday in the Student Services
building.
Interested organizations
should contact Walker for more
information.

Photochemist
honored in BG
by Lori Miller
staff wilier

A nationally-known photochemist was recently awarded
an honorary degree from the
University.
George
Hammond
received an
honorary doctor of science
degree during
a banquet in
his honor Saturday night,
according to Hammond
Pat Green,
administrative director of photochemical sciences.
The banquet, sponsored by the
photochemical sciences department, included an all-day
symposium featuring a presentation of scientific papers and
numerous speakers.
Speakers included five "nationally-known photochemists
who, at one time (during their
careers), had been associated
with Hammond and gone on to
achieve recognition in their
fields," Green said.

&1

"Half of the attendees were
former (undergraduate) students of mine or post-doctoral
students," Hammond said.
He was awarded the degree
because of his achievements in
the area of science and his involvement with the University,
Green said.
Hammond is presently a
member of the scientific advisory board for the photochemical
science center and is a senior
fellow for the McMaster Institute, she said.
His national accomplishments
include serving as foreign secretary for the National Academy
of Sciences in Washington, D.C.
and winning the American
Chemical Society Award — the
highest award honored in the
chemistry field.
Hammond became affiliated
with the University after participating in many of the science
programs offered here.
He also) gives presentations to
various classes while visiting
the campus, he said.

Recycle
n Continued from page 1.
ton increase in the surcharge on
all landfill tipping or disposal
fees. Previous proposals tor a
series of industry tax credits
and incentives were removed
pending further study.
The bill would establish an office of Environment Development and Recycling within the
Ohio Department of Development, incorporating staff of the
existing litter control office in
the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources.
Retailers who sell tires would
be required to accept old ones on
a one-for-one exchange for disposal. The measure also would
require businesses to properly

dispose of batteries. And newspapers would have to use at
least 20 percent recycled paper
by 1993 and 40 percent by 1995.
A rival bill was recommended
5-4 by the Senate Ways and
Means Committee on Tuesday.
It would require 5-cent deposits
on most regular-sized glass,
plastic or aluminum containers
and 10 cents for those of 20 ounces or more.
Bottles, cans or cartons could
be redeemed by consumers at
special vending machines that
grind up the material for collection by recyclers.
Quilter said bottles and cans
make up only about 7 percent of
the Utter problem at most.

Hemp

March 29,1990

'

D Continued from page 1.
law enforcement and building
prisons, Kraska said.
More money should be spent
on treatment, he said.
Cliff Barrows, the head of
Ohio NORML (National Organization for the Reformation of
Marijuana Laws) agreed with
Kraska.
"I'd rather see people getting
help than going to jail," he said.
Barrows predicts
hemp/marijuana eventually
will be legalized.
"In the next couple of years,
we're going to see a complete
turnaround;" he said.
Kraska said legalization advocates come from all walks of
life including judges, lawyers,
law enforcement, Republicans,
Democrats, liberals conservatives, the young, the old and
everyone in between.
"Prohibition does not work in
this country," he said. "It never
has, it doesn't now and it never
will."

Jill
t
t
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However, he does not support
the legalization of all drugs.
Hard drugs like cocaine and
:.nt *«*'
MAN;
heroin should not be legalized,
he said.
Opponents of legalizing
hemp/marijuana often cite
\\
health reasons. Clark said, but
he rebutted such claims.
"There's no public health
danger tied to marijuana," he Marijuana Missionary
BGNews/Brock visnich
said. "There are no known
deaths from smoking mari- HEMP Tour '90 Coordinator Shan Clark educates a crowd in front
of Moseley Hall about the tour's efforts to Inform people why marijuana."
Yet, two legal drugs — alcohol juana should be legalized. He is in favor of using marijuanaand tobacco — are responsible generated taxes to fund drug treatment programs. "We have at our
for thousands of deaths annu- fingertips a safe drug, but we also have at our heads a gun " said
Clark.
ally, he said.

J

Those in attendance generally "Most of all violent crimes are
seemed to be in agreement with alcohol induced. I strongly supthe activists.
port what this guy (Clark) is
saying."
"I think it's silly to have mariDrew Jester, junior political
juana a crime," said Dominic science major, said he does not
Cilli, junior sociology major. smoke marijuana, but he

thought allowing hemp production could bring back an entire
industry.
"It makes sense (legalizing
hemp/marijuana) don t you
think?" said Chris Larson,
senior liberal studies major.
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SORORITY FALL RUSH
INFORMATION NIGHT
MARCH 28th & 29th
9:15 P.m.
Town Suite University Union
All women interested in participating in
Fall Rush '90 are encouraged to attend

TONIGHT
AZ

AUSTRALIA - NEW ZEALAND - SCOTLAND

Typeset Resumes

'15JNT
Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
This Is the regular price
business-like formats.
for a quality typeset resume Resumes are typeset in two
at UniGraphics.
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.
This is not a coupon.
This Is not a special otter.

That's the special.

UniGraphics

~mm^1Wte^HaU37T74irm

■Pnct does not include W Second of $8 00

Overseas Study 1990-91
Semester and one-year overseas
studies programs are now available
to our Bowling Green students in
these beautiful countries. Most
majors are eligible. Courses transfer from prestigious universities.
Costs are the lowest of any U.S.
programs in these countries. The
only major requirement is good
academic standing with our university. Students are accepted on a
first-come, first-serve basis. Space
is limited. Apply now for this
"once-in-a-lifetime" opportunity.

Aon

KKT

ATTENTION!
Graphic Design
&

UCT* majors
Student Publications will be interviewing
APRIL 2 - 6
for
Fall Semester '90
Production Assistants.
Apply at Student Employment,
460 Student Services Bldg.
Don't miss your chance
for hands-on experience!

Contact Dr. Julie Lengfelder
at 372-6908
•VCT mafora chK* w«i m» co-op offiot lor a tut-nrn* coop wmi u.

AUSTRALIA - NEW ZEALAND - SCOTLAND
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Video on racism planned
University groups join to address this problem on new tape
"Ideally, it will serve to stimulate discussions and get people to start talking about
specific issues brought up," Pauly said.
It is much easier for people to discuss
these issues when they have specific comments to react to and many instuctors do not
have the knowledge to deal with the issues,
she said. So, this tape is an especially good
instrument to use, she added.
According to Bill Thompson of United
Chiristian Fellowship and the Human Relations Committee, one of the sponsors of the
tape, the videotape will contain responses of
students in three areas.
It will include several Hispanic, American
Indian, and Afro-American students' experiences in the classroom and explore their
relationships to faculty, he said.
In addition, the tape will illustrate these
students' experiences in residence halls, he
said.
Finally, the students' experiences in the
city will also be detailed.
Most people on this campus are aware racism does exist and they just need to be
more educated on the subject and be aware
of how to deal with certain issues, Pauly and
Thompson said.

by Jill Novak
start writer

To enable students, faculty and staff to
understand more clearly the kinds of actions
that can be construed as racist, several University organizations have joined to produce
a videotape on racism.
Susan Pauly, an assistant professor of
ethnic studies who is co-writing the script
and serving as one of the interviewers, said
the tape will include a variety of experiences
of minority e~-.d majority people on campus.
The interviewers will talk with students,
faculty and staff — selected because they
have been in a situation involving racism or
they "feel they have a handle on the situation and can acknowledge differences," according to Pauly.
"Individual students on campus do experience prejudice and (liscriminatory actions," she said, adding there is "some question" to this and the tape will show this
does happen in Bowling Green."
The videotape is being produced by
WBGU-TV Channel 27 as part of an educational component of closed circuit television.
However, the tape will be available for use
in orientation, ethnic studies and other
classes.

educated about their actions," Thompson
said.
Pauly said "people have an awareness"
but they don't know whether it is good to talk
about issues and unsure how to act around
minorities in general.
She has had experience with producing
and writing two other educational documentaries dealing with race and cultural diversity, but she said this tape is "less of an
intellectual analysis of racism" and more
geared toward people and "more of a personal interaction tape."
Thompson agreed, describing the tape as
"not getting at institutionalized racism but
more of being helpful in "clearing up certain
misunderstandings."
Tamara Griffey, a student who is coproducing the videotape with Denise
Kisabeth, also of Channel 27 said the videotape will "primarily create an awareness
(of racism) to incoming freshmen."
Although the conception for the idea orirted last semester. Pauly said most of
work has begun this semester and the
tape should be completed by the end of the
semester or shortly thereafter.

"Our feeling is that there are a lot of good
people on campus and they just need to be

American Red Cross

CINEMARK THEATRES
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by J. J. Thompson
stall writer

Two Toledo companies awarded grants to the University Environmental Center
which will help to reduce registration costs for its summer
workshop.
Toledo Edison and Envircsafe Services of Ohio, Inc.
granted the center $10,000 to
support a workshop on energy
and environmentally related
issues for a course of social
studies and science teachers,
focusing on the junior high
level.
The donations will be used
to reduce the costs of the
course for Northwest Ohio
teachers.
"The money is for the
teachers," said Thomas
Cobb, director of environmental programs.
Originally, the course registration fees would be $433,
but with the grants, all but
$100 is subsidized, he said.
Cobb said the objective of
the program is "to highlight

interactions between energy
and the environment."
The course will cover topics
such as acid rain, waste disposal, and nuclear waste.
Several field trips are also
Silanned, including excursions
o a coal mine and coal washing plant, Cobb said.
By supporting the program,
Envlrosafe hopes to "inspire
youths to get involved with
environmental projects,"
said Jack Hamilton, vice
president of the company.
Hamilton said Envirosafe
has a number of funds available which they grant to
different Ohio universities to
support environmental
research and environmental
projects.
Toledo Edison's advisory
council sponsors a teacher
enrichment program "to help
teachers to help energy education in the community,"
said Shelly Geis, spokesperson for Toledo Edison.
"We hope to help teachers
get involved in science," Geis
said.

The BG News
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Grants to fund
energy course

354-0558 J
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Give
another chance.

Ileanted
at the
fttfCross

The Hunt For Red October PG
4:20, 7:00, 9:40

THE
TANNING
CENTER

Roger and Me R
4:30, 7 30. 9:25
Joe vs. the Volcano PG
4:45, 7:00, 9:20
Pretty Woman
R
4:40, 7:00, 9:30

3 LOCATIONS

BLUE STEEL
R
4 50, 7:10,9:15

HAIR UNLIMITED
143 W. WOOSTER
6 Beds Available

aTaSal American Red Cross
M^

Coming Friday
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES

crater Toirdo Am chapter

2275Colling*oodBlvd
Toledo, ohm 43620
(419) 2483351

353-3281

Bowl 'n' Greenery

SOCITH8IDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. MAIN
5 Beds Available

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATES INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

PRESENTS:

353-8826

an

WASH HOUSE
250 N. MAIN
7 Beds Available

INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL
free! free! free!

354-1559
W« honor local competitor tower
advertised pf Ice (bring In AD)
'Your Tanning Professionals'
-Since 1980-

121 WEST HALL

FRIDAY, MARCH 30
7:00 pm

PLAY BALL!

CHOCOLAT
Directed by CLAIRE DENIS
France, 1988. subtitled.

SPORTS

OPEN DAILY FROM 11:00 AM - 4:00 AM
SUNDAY 11:00 AM - 2:30 AM

KOYANNISQATSI
Directed by GODFREY REGGIO
Music by PHILIP GLASS
United States. 1983.

KayaFwusqatsi represents a non-esoteric alternative to the ocrnmercial mainstream, a movie that is
both entertaining and experimental Iherr is no story or dialogue, just a cascade of staggering
images keyed to Philip Glass's soaring, reverberant score. Trie point of it all is defamilun/auon
on an immense, aJI-embracing scale: a ihciught-prcrvokjng, seme-shattering experience.

CAMPUS FILMS

WOMAN ON THE VERGE
OF A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN
Spain. 1988. subtitled.

The plot of Woman on the Verge centers on Pepa, who reacves an answenhg-machinc kiss-off
horn her unworthy lover Ivan. Pepa is not, as one might expect, a tragic victim, but is instead a
resilient woman cif action who hurts the offending telephone out of her high-rise window and sets
forth across Madrid to track down her inconstant lover. Woman on the Verge is Almodovar's
moat sheerty entertaining nan to date.

CAMPUS FILMS

Friday and Saturday
March 30th & 31st

(ASIAN FILM, yet to be announced.)

SUNDAY. APRIL 1
6:00 pm

CAMPUS FILMS

RICHARD Ill\

Directed by PEDRO ALMODOVAR

9:00 pm

CAMPUS FILMS

Thursday, March 29th at 9:00 p.m. in 210 MSC
FREE!

SATURDAY, MARCH 31
7:00 pm

VIDEO

doomjofcn

Based pwtly en Denis's childhood experiences in French colonial Africa, the story centers en a
young French girl; her father, a liberal-minded colonial official; her beautiful, resiles* mother, and '
their handsome house servant Protce. The film incisively probes the bamer between white and
black, Europe and Africa, defining an impenetrable gap expressed through unspoken tensions,
insetting glances, and unresolved vignettes.

9:00 pm

Healthy V Hearty Buffet
11:30 - 2
$3.99
4 -7
$4.50
• Salad & Fruit Buffet
• Hot Entrees, Vegetables & Soups
• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
• Unlimited Beverage
Located in the University Union
Coupons, Cash,
Master Charge & Visa Accepted

8:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m.
and
Midnight

COMMISSAR
Directed by ALEXANDER ASHKOLDOV
U.S.S.R. 1967/1988. subtitled.

The my u « dunn» the 1922 Ovi War between the Reds aid the Whan A man female Red
Army officer fink hendf pregnant and. as a aauk.ii left behnd in a Ukraraan town what die
has been raUeted with a Jewish family. Her trarjaoon no Jewish cukure coincides with her
(rowing humaraty. until the end of tie war leads her to idnvea her newfound feelings in the
Revolutionary suuffle.

$1.50 Admission
210 MSC

This event sponsored by: Graduate Student Senate, World Student
Association, Cultural Events Committee and Alpha Phi Omega
d

CAMPUS FILMS

CAMPUS FILMS

CAMPUS FILMS

CAMPUS FILMS
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Officers nab smugglers In London Nixon regrets foul language use

E stefan walks; 'no paralysis at air

LONDON (AP) — Authorities Wednesday arrested two Iraqis and
up to five others allegedly involved in an attempt to smuggle nuclear
detonating devices to Iraq, government sources said.
Three people, two of them Iraqis, were arrested by customs officers at London's Heathrow Airport as a result of the surveillance
operation, the sources said. One was about to board a flight to Baghdad, they said.
From British sources, news reports and analysts, It appeared the
devices were American-made and the arrests took place in Britain
because the devices were being smuggled via Heathrow.
Earlier this month, Britain recalled its ambassador from Baghdad after the Iraqis hanged an Iranian-bom journalist working for a
British newspaper. Iraq accused the journalist, Farzad Bazoft, of
spying.
Asked about Wednesday's arrests, the Home Office said one Iraqi
was being deported because of attempted breaches of British laws
restricting the export of high technology.
A second Iraqi was to have been expelled, but turned out to have
British citizenship, it said. Three or four more people were arrested
in the London area, they added.

NEW YORK (AP) — Singer Gloria Estefan was up and walking
without the aid of crutches or a cane, a week after undergoing surgery for spinal injuries suffered when her band bus was hit by a
truck on a snowy road.

The government sources referred first to "nuclear initiators,"
later to reusable "nuclear capacitors which are used for detonating
nuclear devices."

WASHINGTON (AP) — Richard Nixon said a most unfortunate
disclosure during Watergate was that he used foul language in the
Oval Office. Other presidents also swore, he said, "but none of them
had the bad judgment to have it on tape.'*
Most people swear at one time or another, he said, "but since
neither I nor most other presidents had ever used profanity in public, millions were shocked. I have heard other presidents use very
earthy language in the Oval Office."
Nixon said this in "In the Arena," a book summing up his life. The
seventh book he has published since resigning the presidency in 1974
is the most personal statement of how he has come to feel at peace
with himself. "Only when you have been in the depths can you truly
appreciate the heights," he said.
"In the end what matters is that you have always lived life to the
hilt," he writes. "I have won some great victories and suffered some
devastating defeats. But win or lose, I feel fortunate to have come to
that time in life when I can finally enjoy what my Quaker grandmother would have called 'peace at the center.'"
At the height of the Watergate scandal, in April 1974, Nixon
released a 1,300-page volume of transcripts of secretly taped conversation. They were heavily edited to put private comments in the
most favorable light and are especially remembered for hundreds of
designations, "expletive deleted."

STATE / LOCAL
Columbus may buy empty prison

Township government bill refined

COLUMBUS (AP) — The House Finance Committee on Wednesday recommended passage of a widely-backed bill that would permit the city of Columbus and Franklin County to buy the now-vacant
Ohio State Penitentiary.
The 16-2 vote cleared the way for a floor vote in the House Wednesday.
Administrative Services Director William Flaherty, who represented Gov. Richard Celeste in talks that led to the bill's introduction, said the committee made only minor changes.
The chief sponsor, Rep. Michael Stinziano (frColumbus) said the
proposal will clear the way for a downtown arena that has been discussed by local officials for the past several years.
He predicted the House will act favorably and the Senate will pass
it next week, before the Legislature's spring recess. Celeste Is expected to sign it, Stinziano said.
Under the measure, the city and county would have to pay $100,000
as part of a five-year option on the property. The purchase price
would be $4.5 million, less than a previous assessment-based price of
$5.2 million.

COLUMBUS (AP) — State senators voted Wednesday to retain
gun control as a state prerogative in a bill giving Ohio's 1,300 townships the authority to form limited types of self-government.
Sen. Gary Suhadolnik's amendment to a measure that eventually
passed the Senate 33-0 briefly revived an unresolved debate over gun
control, producing charges of political posturing in an election year.

However, the agreement calls for the purchasers to pay interest
on the $4.5 million until such time as the purchase is completed.
Flaherty said the committee adopted a formula that will result in an
annual interest rate of about 8 percent, compared with 11 percent
provided under a formula that the bill contained when Stinziano introduced it.

In other business, the Senate — working against an April 1 deadline —unanimously approved a federally required bill establishing
guidelines for Ohio's courts to follow in resolving child support
cases.
Sen. Charles Henry (R-Burton) said he expects the House to accept Senate amendments, completing passage before lawmakers
adjourn April 5 for a spring recess.

"She's doing really well," said Evelyn Torres, spokeswoman for
the Orthopedic Hospital for Joint Diseases. "Her spirits are up, and
there's no paralysis at all."
Torres said Tuesday the 32-year-old singer would spend another
five days in the hospital.
Estefan, star of the Miami Sound Machine, handed out presents
sent to her by fans and well wishers to other patients.
She suffered two broken vertebrae in the March 21 crash in
eastern Pennsylvania.

Presley unveils her new perfume
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Priscilla Presley certainly had her moments as the wife of rock 'n' roll king Elvis. Now, she joins the likes
of Elizabeth Taylor, Cher, Linda Evans and Julio Iglesias with her
own line of perfume.
Presley said she has distilled the many facets of her character into
"Moments," her own signature fragrance line.
"I've been fortunate to have had so many opportunities to express
myself, but this has been unlike anything I've done," the former
"Dallas" TV star said Tuesday.
"Fragrance is so personal and at the same time, so public — you
share it with everyone," she added.
At $65 a quarter ounce, "Moments" is a blend of cassis, orange
flower, ylang-ylang and jonquille, according to a brochure.

Royko designated 'cheesehead'
FOND DU LAC, Wis. (AP) —Wisconsin tourism promoters hoping
to curdle the blood of sharp-tongued columnist Mike Royko are sen?
ing him a cheese carving in his own likeness, designating him an
honorary "cheesehead."
The 45-pound, 2-foot-tall Cheddar bust, complete with eyeglasses,
is the latest tit-for-tat spat between the Fond du Lac tourist bureau
and the acerbic Chicago Tribune writer. It began when the bureau
made fun of Chicago's crime problems and Royko bit back by referring to Wisconsin residents as "cheeseheads ... content to chomp on
bratwurst."
Royko felt a little yellow behind the ears. "They can do whatever
they want with their cheese," the Pulitzer Prize-winning writer retorted Tuesday.

Ohio faces the possibility of losing about $40 million in federal enforcement funds as a result of delays in implementing the new guidelines. But Henry and others said they were told the funds probably
won't be withheld if the bill becomes law by April 1.
Suhadolnik (R-Parma Heights) won 21-12 approval of his amendment to a bill allowing voters in townships to adopt limited self rule
under which they can adopt ordinances that don't conflict with state
laws or municipal ordinances.

More people*
have suryived
cancer thap

now live in
the City of
Los Angeles.
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SEE YOU SOON!
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Cant Decide what to Take Next Fall?

FUN FOOD, FUN TIMES,
FOR FUN PEOPLE

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS

Consider GREAT IDEAS (A&S 20O)

MEN & WOMEN
GENERALISTS & SPECIALISTS

A stimulating trip through some of the rnost inlluential ideas
in history: Judeo-Chrlstlaniiy. Humanism. The Scientific Revolution. Feminism. Democracy, and more. Enjoy discussions (rather than lectures), shon writing assignments (rather
than multiple-guess questions), small classes, a dynamic
leaching staff.
Find out what a college education is all about, and stretch
those summer-weary brain cells.
Credit for either Group IV or Group V requirements, as you
choose.

Questions? Call Dr. Ryan Tweney.
Coordinator, at 372-8482

Two overnight 8 week camps in New York's Adirondack Mountains have openings for tennis, waterfront (WSI. ALS, sailing,
skiing, small crafts), all team sports, gymnastics, arts/crafts, pioneering, music, photography, drama, dance, and nurses.
We're interested in people who are interested and love children
and in having fun with them.
Men reply:

Prof. Robert S. Gersten
Brant Lake Camp
84 Leamington St.
Lido Beach, NY 1661

104 8. MAIN
353-0988
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

THURSDAY IS ROCK and ROLL
Featuring

WISE GUY'S

Women reply: Sherie Aiden
Camp Point O'Pines
Brant Lake, NY 12815 \

Thurs. - Sat.
March 29th - 31st

»ocx»o<

6NJOV AN 6V6NING Of FIN€ MUSIC
j
BY n Tfll€NT€D GUITARIST AND SING6R |
COM€ H€AR TH€ MUSIC OF

DfiV€ WOPAT
9:00 PM in the FALCON'S N€ST
FRIDAY. MARCH 30. 1990
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

KJ

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354*2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Siren enforces awareness
University air horn alerts students of Tornado Safety Week
by Heather Ftfty
staff writer

The sounding of the tornado
siren at 10:10 a.m. Wednesday
should have alerted students
this is Tornado Safety Week.
The drill, part of a statewide
tornado drill to make citizens
aware of the week Mar. 2&-30,
was conducted by the Wood
County Emergency Management Agency under the direction of Bud Dennis.
"We have given tornado inservices to schools, nursing
homes, businesses, and anyone
else interested in learning about
tornadoes," Dennis said. "We
are also passing out literature
and we had the statewide tornado drill."
They also usually receive 100
percent cooperation from the
area, he said.
"This week we ran into some
problems because some of the
local schools are off for Spring
Break, so they could not participate in the statewide tornado

drill, but they will have a drill
when they return," Dennis said.
However, officials from the
local county office buildings and
courthouse participated by evacuating to the buildings base-

ments during the drill.

ing assistant professor in geography.

Many factors can initiate a
tornado, but it usually will accompany a thunderstorm, according to Gerald Mills, a visit-

Tornado advice
The chance of a tornado touching down in Wood County is
very remote, but if one does occur there are some places students should avoid, according to Glen Frey, associate professor of geography.
"In all of Wood County, one tornado on the average occurs
every two years and in just the city of Bowling Green the
chance of one happening is one in 1,000," he said.
He advised students to go to the inside corners of any substantial building if there is the danger of a tornado.
"Students should avoid Anderson Arena and gymnasiums
because when a tornado occurs, there is a lot of pressure built
up inside these buildings and this causes the metal sidings to
tear off and become lethal weapons," he said.
"They should stay clear of all doors and windows," Frey
said. "When a tornado does take place, these are the first
things to go."

"Thunderstorms are equated
from cold air on the continent
which meets with the warm air
from the Gulf of Mexico," he explained. "These then cause the
pressure to build up which
creates the tornado."
Dennis said tornadoes also follow a certain schedule.
"They occur most often during the months of April to July
between the hours of 2 and 10
p.m.," he said.
While most seem to follow the
schedule, several serious tornadoes have not.
"In 1985, there were about 14
tornadoes around the state, of
these the results were 13 fatalities. 200 injuries, and about $45
million worth of damages," he
said. "This tornado occurred at
1 p.m. which contradicts the
schedule."

War game's script rewritten
by Judy Keen
USAToday-CIN

WASHINGTON - This May,
National War College students
were supposed to participate in
a war game based on a superpower confrontation in Europe.
The scenario is being rewrit-

ten. World events have made the
original script unthinkable.
At the National Defense University at Fort McNair here,
officers and civilians being
trained as future military, intelligence and policy leaders are
hustling to keep pace with shifting global politics and looming
Pentagon budget cuts.

STUDENTS OF THE 90*S
THESE TOOLS ARE FOR YOU!

"World events are an incredible training aid this year," said
Army Maj. Gen. Gerald Stadler,
war college commandant.
The curriculum for 393 students in the defense university's
two schools - the National War
College and Industrial College of
the Armed Forces - is drawn
more from daily newspapers
than textbooks these days. Twin
forces causing the disruption:
! Rapidly changing internahneto

EUROPE, SOUTH
AMERICA, ASIA
DESTINATIONS
LONDON
PARIS
MADRID
ROME

Vlake this school year easier with
Harvard Graphics, PFS: First Choice,
Professional Write and PFS: First Publisher
from Software Publishing Corporation.
Ask for them today!
Cducotionol Prices
University Bookstore
Student Services Buflding
Mon - Fn 8-5:00 pm

Sot 9-5:00 <xn

STOCKHOLM/OSLO
COPENHAGEN
ZURICH
FRANKFURT

ow

RT

$175 $350
225 430
235 450
275 550
250
250
215
235

500
500
405
450

RIO
365 730
TOKYO
495 850
Ada on Ml Boeton. DC Cnea|a Prttsbunyv other
US awe Plus $6 dep tai Sio cuWinnf lee
$5 security lee may appry to u dvection
CALL Ofl VffiilE FOB (X* S«CUl WHS TO THE SOUTH
PKJrX AUSTRALIA I AROUN0 Tht WHID KXlTINGS
fund and Ci/W touffi PM« n»»0li ■nrweftHWr

1800-777-0112 ST/j

tional politics, like the erosion of
communism in Eastern Europe.
i The inevitability of huge
cuts in Pentagon spending and
U.S. troop strength in Europe
and elsewhere.

Campus groups
aid BG cleanup
by Marit Henrlkaen

reporter

Campus organizations are
continuing to express interest in
Joining an Undergraduate Student Government effort to clean
up Bowling Green.
Fourteen groups are now participating in the program which
started in October last year, according to Linda Schnetzer, USG
national, state community affairs coordinator.
"Groups are coming in every
day," Schnetzer said. "I expect
to nave 25 groups participating
by the end of this semester."
Two to three people from each
organization pick up the garbage in their area once a week,
so one person will only have to
go once or twiceper semester,
Schnetzer said. The groups can
vary the times and days they
pick litter.
"It is not a big commitment,"
Schnetzer said, "small groups
are assigned smaller areas than
bigger groups, and usually the
areas are the size of a block."
If the members of a group live
in a certain area or prefer an
area of the city, they can choose
that area, she said, but since the
campus is taken care of by the
University, the areas to choose
from are outside campus.
A USG committee conducts

' "The award will be going from
Kup to group," she said. "At
end of the semester, we will
present an award to the best
group throughout the year."
Schnetzer hopes the organizations will continue participating
in USG's litter program after
this semester, and added she
would like to involve Bowling
Green city organizations next
semester.
"We are also targeting businesses to sponsor students who
are cleaning up the area around
their business," Schnetzer said.
"They could give the students
coupons or gifts for making it
nice around their businesses.
She hopes the program eventually wul stop people from lit-

taring.

"When students know they or
their peers have to pick up the
garbage in an area, they might
just stop throwing things away,"
she said.

The
BG News
is recyclable!

Adjustments in courses have
reflected the times: This year,
war college instructor Stephen
Szabo said, 50 students wanted
to enroll in an Eastern Europe
class; in previous years only
about 20 signed up.

imsis

ii Latino Student Union!!

'Most tax refunds
come on time ..."

iUrgent Meeting!

But if it's been 10 weeks since you
tiled your lax return and you still
haven't received your refund
check, find out about it. Call the
special phone number in your tax
forms package
indthelRS
. Automated
.Refund
LService
can
check
: the
\ status
of your
return.

Thursday, March 29
7:30, 2nd fl. Student Services.

Everyone needed for
Hispanic Awareness Week!

212-986-9470
WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
17 E 45th St. Surte 805, Ne« to*. NY 10017
Part of the KOcHw* STA raw! Nehwcti

checks on the different
areas once a week, and the
Cip doing the best Job
ughout each month will
receive "the golden broom award," Schnetzer said — exElaining the award is literally a
room painted gold.

DEB-IT!

BGSU FOOD OPERATIONS

IS
ENCODING STUDENTS ID'sl
Beginning this summer the coupon meal plan
will be discontinued and student photo ID's will
be used to purchase meals and snacks.
Those students planning on purchasing a meal
plan will need to have their ID encoded.
HAVE TOUR ID ENCODED AT ANT
OP THESE DINING HALLS.

€rtds Soon
Final 8 Days

Tuesday, March 27 ■ McDonald 11:30om-2:30pm
Wednesday, March 28 - Kreischer 11:30am-2:30pm
Thursday, March 29 - Harshman 11:30am-2:30pm
Friday, March 30 - Commons 11:30am-2:30pm
Monday-April 2 - Founders 11:30am-2:30pm
Tuesday, April 3 • Prout 10:00om-3:00pm

DEB-IT!
DEB-IT!

How do you
catch 17,000
students in the
act?
Keep watching for details.

'^^*»''''

Contact University
Food Operations for
additional
information
372-2891

University Village
&

University Courts Apts.

TONITK IS BARGAIN NITE
ALL SEATS S2.S0

NIGHTLY AT 7:15 & 9:15
]:
Stint APRIL 6th "Enwit Qo«t to Jill"

|p^f~ ^v

.^f"T"fr-\

i^^5JY

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE \
are now renting
apartments that feature
• 9-month and 12-month leases
• One and two bedroom apartments
• Heat, water, cooking and sewer included
• Central air
• No pets please
Clough

(419) 352-0164

& Mercer
Bowling Green
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Sports
'Bet'UNLV to win
1990 NCAA title
Only the strong remain.
After three weeks of wading
through the mine fields of upsets
and heartbreaks, four college
basketball teams embark on
their final iourney Saturday as
the NCAA Final Four moves its
drama to McNichols Sports
Arena in Denver.
Only Georgia Tech, NevadaLas Vegas, Arkansas and Duke
remain in a tournament where
expecting the unexpected has
become the norm.
Afterall, who could have anticipated the amazing showing the
Ball State Cardinals had in winning two games — the first time
a Mid-American Conference
school had done so—to make
the "Sweet 16."
Or how about the Texas
Longhorns who came from the
10th seed in the Midwest Region
to within three points of a Final
Four berth?
With all of the upsets and Cinderella stories along the way.
the tournament has once again
produced an interesting mix of
four teams vying for the big
prize.
But no club sticks out as the
eventual champion more than
the trash talking, high octane
Runnin' Rebels of Nevada-Las
Vegas.
Never before has a team represented the city in which it
plays so accurately.
In a city where trouble is only
a spin of the roulette wheel
away, the Jerry Tarkanian led
Runnin' Rebels have been able
to endure suspensions for fighting and academic problems en
route to becoming the team
favored to win the tournament.
But for Tarkanian to win the
big prize, he must first do something he hasn't been able to do in
two other tries and that is get

past the semi-final game.
In 1977 and'87 the Rebels were
beaten a game shy of the finals
and the dreams of a national
championship were dashed in
the nation's gambling capital
But, this year the play of one
of the nation's best frontcourts
has made the odds of beating
UNLV almost as large as the
bodies that roam the paint.
The success starts with 6-7
junior Larry Johnson, whose
20.9 points and 11.2 rebounds per
game have helped the Rebels to
a 33-5 record.
Along with Johnson, 6-10
senior David Butler and 6-7 exOlympian Staeey Augmon help
supply the Rebels with depth
down low. Along with Butler's
physical presence, Augmon
gives Tarkanian one of the best
defensive players and fast break
finishers in the country.
With this solid frontcourt,
UNLV has been able to win 19 of
its last 20 games while possessing a unique combination of a
running team with a solid frontline.
But the success in the tournament has been due to the sudden
emergence of a backcourt which
features Anderson Hunt and
Greg Anthony. Although the Rebels aren't deep at the guard position, any type of effectiveness
from Hunt and Anthony would
certainly open up the middle for
the bashers in the lane.
On paper this one's for UNLV
to lose.
And that's exactly what could
happen because of the style and
attitude of the Rebels.
For a team that is never short
on things to say, sometimes the
trash talking backfires and ignites a team of lesser ability.
Such was the case in the Rebels
two-point victory over Ball
State.
Especially against the likes of
a Georgia Tech — who UNLV
plays in the semi-finals—it will
be important for the Rebels to
concentrate on playing basketball and not throwing verbals.
With the Yellow Jackets posL See Hensley, page 8.

»♦♦♦♦»♦♦»

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. Wooster
NEXT TO CAMPUS
Now Leasing
for Summer & Fall
- 2 bedroom furnished
apartments
- Laundry facilities in each
building
- Includes membership to
Cherry wood Health Spa

CALL 352-9378 TODAY
Preferred Properties 835 High St.]
THE

FESTIVAL

SERIES

PRESENTS

Thursday, Worth 29, 1990
KOBACKER HALL
Moore Musical Arts Center—
BGSU
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BG one football game short
Tulsa miscue leaves Falcons looking for another 1990 opponent
by Andy Woodard
sports editor

Bowling Green may not be able to fill the
vacated spot on its 1990 football schedule,
athletic director Jack Gregory said.
This fall on Sept. 15 the Falcons had a
scheduled game with the University of Tulsa. But due to a mizup in the Tulsa athletic department, another team was placed
on its schedule in place of Bowling Green.
Because the conflict could not be resolved, the Falcons currently have a
10-game 1990 schedule.
Gregory said his department has contacted nearly 80 schools in the Division I-A

and I-AA ranks, but has been unable to find
a replacement.
"At this time, I doubt that we will find
anybody," he said. "And the sad thing
about it is, that was our only home game in
September."
The scheduling error was noticed first
Si an Oklahoma reporter who contacted
regory in early December of last year.
Gregory then spoke with officials at Tulsa,
who thought the mixup could be corrected.
However, in January, the officials told
him nothing could be done.

tract. The Falcons' final 1989 game — a
45-10 loss — was at Tulsa.
Gregory said he hopes some type of
settlement will be made between the two
schools. He did not know whether that
would be financial, with a game in the future or in some other way.
Meanwhile, Gregory said he will continue to try to find a replacement into the
summer.

If no opponent is found, BG's first home
game will be Oct. 6 against Ohio UniversiBowling Green's and Tulsa's university ty. The Falcons open the season Aug. 31
lawyers now are dealing with the situation, against the University of Cincinnati at
which breached a home-and-home con- Riverfront Stadium.

Dixon signs with San Francisco
Ex-Browns corner cites differences with Carson for leaving
CLEVELAND (AP) - Hanford Dixon, the defensive back
who nicknamed the Cleveland
Browns' defense "The Dawgs,"
said Wednesday he will play the
next two seasons with the San
Francisco 49ers.
Dixon, 31, a Pro Bowl player
after the 1986, 1987 and 1988
seasons, was Cleveland's top
draft pick in 1981 out of Southern
Mississippi and has been a starting defensive cornerback ever
since.
In comments to reporters
Wednesday at a suburban Cleveland restaurant, Dixon said he
did not see eye-to-eye with
Browns coach Bud Carson and
that Cleveland's recent addition
of Raymond Clayborn, a
35-year-old cornerback the New
England Patriots left unprotected, contributed to his decision
to join the 49ers.

Dixon, who became a Plan B
free agent when the Browns
failed to protect him, did not
discuss terms of his two-year
contract.
"My decision to leave the
Cleveland Browns after nine
years is a business decision, one
brought about when I was
Elaced on the unprotected list."
ixon said. "When the world
champion San Francisco 49ers
call and tell you that you have a
chance to help them win another
Super Bowl, you have to listen."
Carson, who beame Cleveland's head coach last season
after many years in the NFL as
a defensive coordinator with
several other teams, made
Dixon a free safety in the
preseason, then moved Dixon
back to his usual corner position
before the first regular season
game.

In testing Dixon at safety,
Carson initially made some
comments to sports writers indicating Dixon may be more
suited to play safety rather than
corner.
"Believe it or not, there are
people who still think I can play
corner," Dixon said Wednesday.
"I just felt I wasn't needed or
wanted anymore. I knew I could
still do it and I don't have anything to prove. I always thought
I would end my career in Cleveland. I never thought I would
play for another team. But I was
wrong.

Dixon said he was also influenced by recent Carson
comments that Clayborn would
be given a chance to start at a
defensive corner. Cleveland's
other starting cornerback,
Frank Minnif ield, made the Pro
Bowl last season.

"I have nothing against coach
Carson. He's a good football
coach. I just think that some
things could have been handled
differently. I think coach Carson
is good for the Cleveland
Browns, and if the Cleveland

"I think when I really decided
to leave was after they signed
Clayborn and after certain articles came out in the paper ...
that coach Carson was admittedly giving my position to Raymond Clayborn, Dixon said.

Browns go to the Super Bowl I
think he can lead them there. I
lust think concerning some of
his remarks it would nave been
better for him to come to me
personally instead of me having
to read some things in the
paper."

' BG's Oldest and Finest Pizzeria

ATTENTION GRADUATE
STUDENTS
Looking for resposible Graduate
Student to serve on the Board of
I Trustees. Contact the GSS Office
for further information at
372 - 2426.

$1 OFF ANY PIZZA
Free Delivery
Expires 4-30-90

Plz^5"0'5

WANTED!
BGSU's most qualified
students as
ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
for

The BG News
If you are a self-motivated,
results-oriented person,
YOU
have the potential to be
one of the highest paid
students on campus.
All majors encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
Applications and job descriptions
available at 214 West Hall.
DEADLINE: April 6, 5 p.m.

Kentucky fri&d CrWJcen infrooWes
now Hot Wingt . Jhe*e ipky. it%ty
wings an frtc fetoir »»•» somonon
from irW CoionW. (/*• *• coupon*
bolow to fry If** OWKKHTS.
now wings today.

352-5166

Not valid with any other offer
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Overholser ends slump,
helps BG netters win 8-1
by Jamie Jews
sports writer

The spring trip to Hilton Head,
S.C., last week didn't turn out
the way freshman tennis player
Justin Overholser wanted it to—
he went winless in his six singles
matches.
But rather than throw in the
towel, Overholser persevered
through practice and into
Wednesday's match against
Northern Kentucky at Robert
Keefe Courts.
The match, at least scorewise, wasn't much easier than
the ones during break, but the
result changed.
Overholser defeated Jeff
Euwema 7-5, M, 7-5 at No. 2 singles. The victory was the Falcons' fifth of the day and clinched the team win for BG. The
Falcons went on to an 8-1
triumph.
"He (Euwema) was tough; he
had a big forehand," said Overholser, now 6-18 in singles play.
"I was happy to pull out of my
slump and this will help me
heading into the match with
Michigan State (Tuesday)."
The team victory was BG's
fifth in its last six matches and

improved its overall record to
7-9.
"It was a good win. This is a
team that we needed to beat as
soundly as possible," head
coach Gene Orlando said.
In other singles action. Falcon
netter Steve Mudre won his fifthstraight match, defeating Kevin
Montgomery at the third spot
6-4, 6-1, while BG's John Green
cruised past Milan Fiser in first
singles 6-3,6-0.
In fourth singles, Falcon Mike
Hain continued his great play,
defeating Doue Gilkey 6-2,6-1 to
win for the fifth time in his last
seven outings.
Freshman Rob Suski, a new
entry into the singles lineup,
blanked NKU's Scott Lute in the
sixth spot 6-1,6-0.
Suski played singles during
the spring nip in Hilton Head
and finished with a 2-3 record.
"He was inserted (in order) to
find the combination that will be
best for the team," Orlando said
of Suski's placement in the
lineup.
BG's Doug Dickinson lost a
close match to Kevin Con way at
fifth singles 6-4,2-6,4-6.

Dickinson had a break point in
the 10th game of the third set.
But NKU's Conway won the
point and then went on to win the
game, and in the process, the set
and match.
The Falcon doubles teams
didn't let the early evening chilly temperatures cool off their
games as the swept the Horsemen in straight sets.
The No. 1 doubles team of
Green and Overholser beat
Montgomery and Gilkey 6-3,6-2.
This was an especially good
win since Overholser had Just
finished his three-set match in
singles play without a break between matches.
Hain and Teets, BG's second
doubles team, defeated
Euwema and Conway 6-3, 6-4,
while, in third doubles action,
Mudre and Dickinson were victorious over Lutz and Fiser 6-2,
6-2.
The Falcons' next match is
Tuesday against Michigan State
at East Lansing, Mich. The
match was rescheduled to Tuesday from an earlier cancellation
due to the icy weather conditions.

HOWARD'S club H
Thursday thru Saturday
March 29-31
* Mini Pitchers are Back Every Monday 4 Wednesday #

352-9951

HOURS:

Mon. - Sal.
Sunday

HANS
TAILORING
ft
ALTERATIONS
554 5944
166 S Main

TUXEDO
RENTALS

Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
2:00 p.m. til 2:30 a.m.

The Cubs got the only run in
the first inning. After getting a
basehit, Jerome Walton tagged
up and went to second on Ryne
Sandberg's deep fly to center
field, went to third on a passed
ball and scored on Grace's base
hit.
Maddux allowed only two hits

in three innings while facing 11
batters as the Cubs (1-2) won
their first game of the exhibition
season in the Cactus League.
Cleveland fell to 0-3.
Chicago's second baseman
Sandberg. who ended last
season with a 90-game errorless
streak, committed his first error
of the spring in the fifth inning
on an easy grounder hit by Tom
Lampkin.
Chicago pitchers Jose Nunez
and Paul Assenmacher and
Cleveland's Greg Swindell all
pitched three shutout innings.

Greenbriar Inc.

/IRTC/IRVED
\

Cubs shutout Tribe 1-0
MESA, Ariz. (AP) - Chicago's Greg Maddux pitched three
sparkling innings and Mark
Grace drove in the only run as
the Cubs beat the Cleveland Indians 1-0 Wednesday at HoHoKamPark.

210 N. MAIN

Mike Katon Band

Courtesy of the Key /Paul Vernon
BG's Justin Overholser reaches to return a shot against Northern Kentucky's Jeff Euwema Wednesday at Robert
Keefe Courts. Overholser broke out of his slump to post a 7-5, 3-6. 7-5 win. BG won the match 8-1. The Falcons
play again on Tuesday at Michigan State.

CLASS RINGS

IDe will be leasing the following
locations for the Fall of 1990
• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave., 542 &
560 Frazee Ave.
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin, 624, 670
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave.
• Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 Clough St.
• Campbell Hill Apartments- 3 Bedrooms

Hensley
Q Continued from page 7.
sessing three of the nation's
most prolific scoring guards,
UNLV cannot do anything to get
them excited and into the game.
But Tarkanian being the
mastermind he is, recognized
this fact against Loyola Marymount and told his club to quit
talking and start playing. It the
Rebels remember this formula,
the national championship will
come to Vegas.
You can bet on it
Don Hensley is a sports writer
forThe News.

Give blood.
WANT TO SAVE
A BUCK ON A
DODGE CAR OR
TRUCK?...
*«&

Coll or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses
DUOTA

352-0717
224
E. Wooster St.

VfEVE GOT THE P»C£ ml THE MEttHNOSE"

893-0241

Hours:
M-F
Sat.

9a.m.-5p.m.
9a.m.-lp.m.

Applications are being accepted
for

Date: March 29-30, April 2
Time: 10:00 am-3:00 pm
Place: University Bookstore
!Kl7*rtC»n«in«»»«l»ll»-

Deposit Required

Summer 1990 BG News editor
Fall 1990 BG News editor
1990-91 Gavel editor
1991 Key editor
1990-91 Miscellany editor
1990-91 Obsidian editor
Application forms may be obtained at
The BG News office, 214 West Hall.

Application deadline Thurs., April 12 5 p.m.
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Brad Browning behind
scenes of BG athletics
by Charles Toll
assistant sports editor

Someone once said it's the little things that count
the most.
For Brad Browning, director of marketing and
promotions for the University's athletic department, it's not only the little things he does that
make the difference, but also the big ones.
For the past three years, the
28-year-old Loudonville, O..
native has been the man behind
the scenes for Bowling Green
sporting events.
His responsibilities include
promoting athletic events to students and the community, staffing game personnel and assisting in finding sponsors for football games.
After graduating from Capital Browning
University in 1983 with a degree in business and
physical education. Browning earned his master's
in education from the University in 1984.
A year later, he was hired as an intern in the
promotions department at the Universtiy of Louisville, where he said he learned the most about big
time promotions.
"Working in a conference like the Metro gave
me great experience in promotion of sporting
events," he said. "For two years, we hosted the
conference basketball tournament and another
year we hosted the Southeast Regional of the
NCAA tournament."
After three years at Louisville, Browning returned to the University to take his present position. Since then, he has been an important link in
the implantation of getting sponsors for football
games.
"Game sponsorships is something that wasn't
done when I came here," Browning said. "I'm not
saying I'm totally responsible for it, but (at Louisville), it was something we did and I liked the idea
so well I brought it with me."

After associate athlectic director Chuck Nagle
secures a contract with a local business, Browning's Job is to work out the details in the week
leading up to the game, such as program advertisements, announcements from the public address system and electronic message board, parking passes, and tickets to the game.
So far. football games are the only sporting
events that have been sponsored because they
draw the most people. In 1989, the University had
seven major game sponsors for its five games.
While Browning has taken on a large role with
game sponsorships, his smaller duties have
proved irreplaceable.
In the summer, which he said is his busiest time
of year, he works on the plan for the upcoming
school session, which includes obtaining advertisers and game sponsors for the football season.
Browning said the fall is also busy due to workingwith game sponsors and game management.
During the winter sports season, an average
week for Browning will nave him working between
5M0 hours preparing for basketball and hockey
home games.
He has to staff the scorers table for games, including scoreboard operators, announcer, official
scorer, timekeeper and shot-clock operator.
Then, he promotes the event to the students and
the community by placing advertisements in local
newspapers and radio stations. Next, he assures
spots in the game programs for advertisements by
local businesses.
During the week, he also makes contact with
band director, the cheerleaders and pommerettes
squads and Freddie and Frieda Falcon to discuss
game day activities.
"He has done a great job," Goldstein said. "As
with everybody, the first year is always rough until you learn the ropes. He has come a long way in
the things he needed to improve on."
Browning said he hopes to continue to advance in
his career of business behind athletics.
"I enjoy my job a lot and it's been a great learning experience," he said. "I want to Keep being
challenged and continue to learn."

Wn the computer
you need to succeed
in the real world
and a chance
to use it there.
It's easy: Just try our Real World Demo on a
Macintosh* computer to enter Apple's Real
World Sweepstakes.
If you re one of 14 Grand Prize winners,
you II get to spend a week this summer at the
organization ofyour choice listed below, where
you'll see Macintosh computers hard at work. And
when you get home, you can use your own new
Macintosh SE/30 to write your resume and
follow-up letters.
There will also be 20 First Prize winners who
will receive Macintosh SE computers and 1,000
Second Prize winners who will get Apple*T-shirts.
You really can't lose if you come in and get
your hands on a Macintosh today Because once
you do, you'll see how easy it is to use and how
much one could do for you now.
You'll appreciate the value of a Macintosh
computer after you leave campus and head out
into the real world, too.
But don't take our word for it. Come in and
try a Macintosh and see for yourself. And if you
win the Grand Prize, you'll be seeing
the real world sooner than you think.

Astros dump Cincinnati 8-6
PLANT CITY, Fla. (AP) —
First baseman Luis Quinones'
throwing error allowed the winning run in the seventh inning
Wednesday and gave the Houston Astros an error-filled 8-6 victory over the Cincinnati Reds.
Houston (1-3) committed four
errors to make all of the Reds'
runs unearned. Cincinnati (1-2)
committed two errors, including
Quinones' errant throw in a tworun seventh.
The game was so ragged that
one fan yelled during a lull,
"Overpaid and out of shape!"
Glenn Davis hit a two-run
homer off Tom Browning and
Ken Caminiti hit a three-run
homer off Scott Scudder for a 5-3
Houston lead in the fourth.
But Caminiti gave most of the
runs back with a throwing error
and a fielding error at third.
The Reds scored two runs on
one play in the third when Caminiti threw wildly to first on a
grounder by Eric Davis, and
first baseman Glenn Davis
made another errant throw back
to third. Chris Sabo and Barry
Larkln, who were on first and
second when the play started,
scored on the double error, and
Eric Davis came around moments later on Paul O'Neill's
double.
A fielding error by Caminiti in
the fourth on Sabo's grounder let
two more runs score. An errant
Siickoff throw by Charley Kereld moved Sabo to second, in
position to score on Larkin's
single for a 6-5 lead.
Singles by Rafael Ramirez
and Louis Meadows opened
' the seventh. A wild pitch by
Keith Kaiser, 0-1, moved the
runners up, and Quinones threw
wildly to Kaiser covering first
on a grounder by David Rohde,
allowing both runners to score.
The Astros scored in the ninth
on doubles by Rohde and Harry
Spilman off Randy Myers.
Non-roster pitcher Terry
Clark, 1-0, pitched two innings

for the win. He struck out the
side in the seventh to preserve
the one-run lead.

□ □ D

Right-hander Rick Mahler
says he'll ask for a trade If the
Cincinnati Reds move him back
to the bullpen.
"If I don't start here, hopefully there will be an opportunity to
start somewhere else," Mahler
said. "I feel my best role is as a
starter, and I'm preparing myself for it."
ODD
Jack Armstrong's biggest
concern this winter was finding
a catcher.
The right-hander spent his

time during the spring training
lockout looking for someone to
catch him. He d get In his car
and drive around Florida in
search of volunteers.
"I picked on the high schools
and colleges," he saiaT "Basically I'd drive around looking for
some sort of baseball going on,
and invite myself in. I'd say,
'You guys need a pitcher?'
"I'd start lobbing it. When I'd
et a little loose, Id go through
gloves one by one.
The fact that I can throw
strikes (in exhibition games)
can be attributed to all the
bruises and shinburgers that the
kids soaked up for me."
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Sunday
Brunch Buffet - $5.75
Monday
Italian Chicken Breast - $4.00
Tuesday - Steak Night
Wednesday
All You Can Eat Spaghetti - $4.00
Thursday
All You Can Eat Ribs - $4.00
Hours:
Sunday
Mon.-Thur.
Friday
coupons, cash 8
charge accepted

12-2pm
11:30 am-1:30 pm
4:30 pm-7:00 pm
11:30am-1:30 pm
4:30-7 pm M-Th
12:00-2 pm Sun.

Located in the University Union

Enter
one

and you could winaweek at
'a Macintosh computer.
Enter April 2nd - April 27th
Come by the MacFest on April 4th from 10 - 3 In the
Student Lounge, 2nd Floor, Business Admin. Building
or call 372-7724 for more Information
S« tour ("amjMn Gmputrr H-*tW In Swrpufcn Rukv ii«! t*vitat«MN
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CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS
II Latino Student Union! I

Wonwi* vntch found on W«d. Mtrch 24th in
front of UnlvvntRy n$u C«l. 0—crib* and *"•
yours Tom 372-6166 LMV* ■ i
ttnt rrttcntn* it •*• ■rsjo'i horn*.

COUNTRY BUCKS PKJROAST I
• ••••25Kegi
f^TUWHOSUTZEN
•••APr**.7»V**

WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED

DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ
Daka Zela VIZ Appreciation Week
March 27-30
DZ'DZ'DZ'DZ

1 F rmte needed for 90-91 echooi year. E.
Merry Apt. c*l 354-4273. eek for Tarn or
Thonda

IIHH1ENT MEETMOI
Thursday. March 29
7:Mom. 2nd Fl. Student Services
Everyone needed lor
Hispanic IWIIMI Week!
A.M.A.
•MrWB Meeting
Thuradey. March 21
5:10 Rm 1000 BAA
Botherall

Qualrty typeset or
laear imageael
from your typawiltlen copy or
compatible Macintosh program
SI 5 tor one page.
Don't put fl off any longer!

ASM
HeppyHoure
Saturday 31. 7 9PM
Cat M«t 363-8130 lot detaas
ATTENTION PSICHI/UPA
Midterm Munch* Party on Match 29th
In Psych Lounge
Oueooone CM Micheie at 354683
Ba ■ part ol the world
Apply to ba a board or commmaa mambar
ofWorld Student AI soclallon
Pick up apptcanon at 403 South Hal
Doedehe Apr! 4
Election day Aprils
Mora Into, pimi contact: Peggy Pek at

353-1952
Join ma real world. |om WSA
Bowling Qtaan Stale University w* ba holding a
Pubec Auction ol bicycles on Tuaaday. Aptl
10. 1990 These bicycles have been abandoned and have been in the custody ol Pubac
Safety II you beeeve your bicycle could ba
among thoae to ba auctioned, bring proof of
ownership and a hjl description ol your bicycle
to the University Peace Department on Tuaaday. March 27. Wednesday. March 28; and
Thursday March 29 between ma hours of
3 00pm and 5 00pm
CAMPUS DEMOCRATS
Mealing this Thursday at 4:301 Faculty Room
on the second floor of the Union Come join us1
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
International Film Festival
121 West Hal
Friday March 30 7PM CHOCOLAT 9 PM
KOVANMISQATSI
Saturday March 31 7PM WOMAN ON THE
VEGE OF A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN
9PM (ASIAN FILM, to ba announced)
Sunday April 1 8PM COMMISSAR
LADIES LADtCS LADIES
1 Annual Ladies Nile Out
N V Strip Dinner a Beverage
Games-Movies"''?
APRIL 7,1 990 6:00-12:00
at Tontogeny Legion Hal
For more Information & tickets
Contact Mick at 823-3284
or Jeff al 823-3146

UnKmpMcs
211 Waal Hal
372-7418

Need a cenrvj response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Can BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at 364-HOPE
For into on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services
Typing 1 35 per page 384-0371

PERSONALS

SORORITY

FALL

RUSH INFORMATION
NKJHT
March 2112(1
9:15 Union Town Suite
For more information call
Ann Brogan at 372-2534

ONLY II MORE OAYS UNTIL MO
SETA5O0
ARE YOU READY?

BETA 500

•ALPHA GAMMA DELTA'
Hey VtPSIKeep up the great work and enthuaataml We're
behind you 100».

OPhlA'OPMA
Don't Bee Heertli
win $30 gin certificate to
Soft Rock
Drawing April 8m
Proceeds go to Amer Heart Aaeoc.
1 Ol 50or 5«$2 00
See any 0 PI* A Pledge
lor details or can 2 5681
or 2-1952

-BIG HORMONE*
I've searched aH my kfe for you-now you're
hare. Lai me lake you on an Escapade happy 5
week annrverssryl
•TOP MAN'

FOUND ••Cleaarlng.
Describe S Ckem
Can Shan. 1-332-5220
LOST
I lost my black, learner bound folder before
eprtng break and I'm In trouble If I do not find It
The ounlenla include rraac. papers, a book ol
afnnia a smel yeeow scratch pad etc
If you find It PLEASE either eel Matt at
372-4341 or leeve It m the BG Newe office In
VMM Hal Thank You
LOST: yeeow spiral notebook
babeled Greel Ideaa Can 372-8027 If found
$10 00 REWARD

the PI Phi war cry.
. Iha PI Phi war cry..
2nd Annual FIJI Ultimata Fnsbee Classic
Sat April 7 11 00 AM
BGSU Intramural Fields
Featuring LOVESTREET
tor Into 372-8331
2nd Annual FUl Ultimate Friebee Classic
Sat April? 11 00 AM
BGSU Intramural Fields
Featuring LOVESTREET
for Info. 372-8331
Adoption. Happaty married couple of 14 yean.
Wa promlee your chad a loving home and financial security Devoted, stay home mom. Caring
dad and one big eleter Al medical an d legal
expenses paid Cal coked 1 -822-9288
Alan Centura. Director. Ken! May 4 Center wil
apeak on Student Aclrrlem From the 80s to
the 90s'' on Tuaaday April 3 at 7:30 p.m.. 121
Weal Hal. Al are welcome. Sponsored by
PSO. Social JuetJco Comm and OSS
Alpha Gam "Phi Pal
Congratulations to Rose OiGugaelmo and Gary
Buckwsz from the University of Toledo on your
recent levelerlng!
Lovs. Your AGO listers
ALPHA XI DELTA
3rd Annual Tricycle Races
Sal MerchSlstaM PM
Student Services Parking Lot
KAPPA SK3MA
BETA BOO

BETA 500
The Brothers ol Beta Theta Pi
wish to thank the Chi-O'e
on a grea! spirit raid & s
SETA 500
BETA 500
BRATHAUS
Now 11 lover
No cover

OPEN SUNDAYS ll AM-8 PM

M

Mi N MAIN »BOWLING GREEN

Fatman
FATf-nVKINI SUOOOJ
ItN TO CRUSH THE CROOK!
iN&'bC THC CIVIC CENTsTkt,

V/THE

,■-»,.ally ,
-■«c a. b»9

GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
15% oil al non-preecriptton aunglaaaes
alDrs Beanies Archer. Inc
1022N Prospect
Serengeti * Porsche
Ray Ban" Vuamat
Carrara ■ Flouraacents

Good home needed
lor yaar old. vary loving
black, white and grey
mate bger cat.
Houaabroken and hsndaome
Can 362-6353 after five or
372-8202 during weekday

GRANT KIRSCH
Legal action wl ba continued against you unlees you get m touch with ma IMMEDIATELY
CaJ Matt at 372-8907 or 372 6968
HEADtNG FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jel
there anytime from Cleveland. Detroit, or Chicago for no more than $229, or from the East
Coaal lor no more than $ 160 with AIRHITCH O
(aa reported In Consumer Reports. NY Times. &
Lei's Go!) For detale call 212-864-2000 or
write AIRHITCH. 2790 Broadway. Ste 100.
New York. NY 10025
Hey PI Phi's
Are you ready to declare Paint Bel war?
How do 17,000 students get caught In the
act?
How do 17,000 students get caught In the
act?

•ALPHA PHI " THETACM ■ ALPHA PHI'
Congratulations Linda Pond on your Theta Chi
pinning to Tom Maddock
•THETACHI • ALPHA PHI ■ THETA CM*

LOST «. FOUND

Invitae you to k>m us tonight, Thura March 29
lor our meeting at 9 15 m 111 BA
*■**"*»

CENTER FOR CHOICE H
' Abortions thru 17 weeks
" Morning after treatment
All personal and private
Proud to be Pro-Choice
16 N Huron St . Toledo OH
1-255-7769

LAG*
There wB be a meeting ol the Leeblan and Gay
AJkance. Thursday March 29 at 8 30 PM The
meeting is free and open to al, and It wB ba
held m the beeement ol the United Chriatien FetlowsMp Center

STUDENT ACTIVISM From the 80s to the
90's with Alan Canton). Dtrector. Kant May 4
Canter Tuee Apr! 3. 7:30 p.m . 121 Waal
Hal
* Soon byPSO. Soclsl Justice Comm. G.S.S.
* AJ are Welcome •

G.A.M.MA.
Greeks Advocating Mature Managemenl ol Alcoho)

How da 17,000 students gat caught In the
act?
kilerealed m toming a campus recovery group
lor drug and alcohol problems? Cal 2-2130 and
aek lor Male.
M'A-S-HIII
M*A*S*HW
PICTURE PLACE
FREE DOUBLES
FREE DOUBLES
FREE DOUBLES
IN THE UNION
PLAY BALLI
NOW OPEN DOWNTOWN
ATHLETIC CLUB * DELI
OPEN DAILY 11:00 AM • 4:00 AM
SUNOAY 11:00 AM- 2:30 AM
Senior Sand Oti
Invitations Due Back
TODAY
Senior Send Off
Invitations Due Back
TODAY
Senior Send Off
Only 7days
Apr! 5. 7-9 PM
Miletl Alumni Canter
Senior Send Oil
When: April 5 7-9 PM
where. Miletl Alumni Canter
Don't treee HI
Sponsored by Senior Programming Board
SORORITY FALL RUSH
INFORMATION NIGHT

1:15 Union Town Sutle
For more Information cal
Ann Brogan at 372-2534
SPRING BREAK
PICTURE PLACE
FREE DOUBLES
NEXT DAY SERVICE
STOP BY THE UNION
THE CLOSING OF THE AMERICAN MIND?
That's what one writer called n. raraning to
modem American universities
Fight back!
Open your mind wHh GREAT IDEAS (ASS
200)1
Watty to help arith:
Readings from the Great Book s
Small diecuBSlon-orlented classes
Witting assignments that
encourage your Ideaa
Find out what an education la all about l
The Greek C.A.R.E. F.'r
April I, 1980 In City Para
1:00-5:00 pm
Don'IMIssHI

BRATHAUS
Nowlllover
No cover

The Slaters ol Gamma Phi Beta would eke to
congratulate Rhonda Kofnk and Chris Shutok
on their Gamma Pra-Fljl arvalerlng.

Congraeeatlnna to the foeowng Alpha Xl'a tor
being aetected to become mambara of fha Order of Omega:
Law Hanrangasn
HaaMaraharl
Deborah Palmer
Heather Welcrak
Tammy Sharps

TONIGHT
and every Thursday night
Brathaua T-ahkl Giveaway
Wa will give sway
Brathsue T-shirts
Every hart hour
Gat your tree ticket al the door.

Congralulatlona to Kmberty Kane and Andy Vadyak on their Gamma Phi Beta-Delta Tau Daka
engagement Good luck! Love your Gemma Phi
Slaters

WANTED
Female roommate lor Fs» '90 or Spring '91
Columbia Court Apt*. Cel Lynn or Kay
353 5656.

1 GRAB or STAFF non-amokar needed to ahare
apt. with atuotoua 30 yr old grad student
S167/mo.. own room. aval, tal earn., very
dose to campus Cal Christopher 353-2555
ore*.
1 non smoking female to ■ublseaa 4th SI apt.
tor summer $117 a month 1 utettlee Cal
353-9338. ask lor Katy.
2 female toon
i needed F/S 90 91 Hevan House Cal acorn Debbie 372-4492
Aimee 372-1088
2 non-amokJng Ismaiss for 4th SI Apt for ne«t
semeslsr school yr. $120 a month plus utttiee.
Cal 353-9338. ask for Katy
__^_
COOK
for eorortty chapter at BGSU Parson reaponaibia tor tunch/damar Prepare lor approx 46
women For mlo cal Dob 372-3695
HELP:
1 need 1 tires to sublease apartment tor summer
with 3 other fmies very cloee 4 nice, aiao cheep
($103.76 plus dap pajs Mac) 354-7925 eves.
leave massage
Looking tor a mala roommate? SloO'mo uU
paid. Close to campus Aval Immad Cal
364-5928/354 6848
Need 3 females lo sublet our house! Cloee to
campus, furnished, aa- condttlon. ALL uttroaa
paid except electric' Cal 354-8316
One male roommate needed for 90-91 school
yaar. 2nd St Apt Cal Bob or Mark at
354 5834
One roommala to ahare 3 bedroom house
w/AC tor summer and/or 90-91 school yaar.
Cal Karen 3520130
SUMMER SUBLEASES WANTE0
2 females naadad to rant house tor summer.
OWN ROOM $95 pkis uH./mo Cal Mara
372-1983
WANTED'WANTED- I or 2 Femele roommalea
for summer HOUSE on 3rd and S Coaage, futy
finished Cal anytime 353-8043. aek tor Uz
WANTED
Female Roommala lor Fan 90 or Spring '91
Columbia Court Apia. Cal Lynn or Kay
3535656
Wanted 1 to 4 Individuate lo sub-lease house
tor summer Great location, tour houses torn
Marks on Manvtes. Price nego.. contact Paul or
Scott at 372-1606 or Dove at 372 6993

HELP WANTED
250 COUNSELORS and Inatructora needed!
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono
Mountains Northeastern Penneyfrsnia. Lotukan, PO Bo. 234BG, Kanlhvorth, NJ 07093
(201|27S-Oaai
A FREE GIFT FOR JUST CALLING. PLUS UP
TO $1.700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS.
Student groupa. frata. and sororities needed for
marketing protect on campus. For daises pkia
your FREE GIFT. Group offlcara call
1 800 766 8472 Ext 50
AIRLINES NOW HIRING! FLIGHT ATTENDANTS. MANY OTHER POSITIONS!
$17.6O0-$58.240 Cal 602-838-8885 Ext
X-4244.
Applications are being accepted
far
SUMMER 1990 BG NEWS EDITOR
FALL 1 »90 BG NEWS EDITOR
1090*1 GAVEL EDITOR
1*91 KEY EDITOR
1990-11 MISCELLANY EDITOR
1990-91 OBSIDIAN EDITOR
Apoikeattona may ba obtained at
The BG NEWS office. 214 Wast Hall.
Deadline: Thura., April 12, 5pm.
ATTENTION
EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32.000 yr income potential Detail.
(1| 602-836-8885 Ext T 4244
ATTENTION EARN MONEY WATCHING TV!
$32,000/yr Income potential. Detaila:
602-838-8885 Ext TV 4244
ATTENTION HIRING! CRUISE SHIP. CASINO.
HOTEL JOBS! FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS! Detale 602-838-8865 Ext Y-4244.
Bartenders A waitresses needed Outgoing,
friendly personality Fun place to work Start
rnmed. Wa wl train. Apply In parson Wad.,
Thura or Fd. Gamera Lounge 893 S. Main.
Detroit area company needs MIS or CS studenta for summer Internship Should have completed junior yaar by thia summer and must
have at least a 3 0 GPA Pays $1600/month.
For more information atop by 236 Admin or cal
372-2451.

Earn $5.000-15,000 thia eummer
running your own buaineea T A S P.
mtemstlonal Management Servksee.
Branch Management poaltlona available
ecioaa Michigan S Ohio, particularly m
the Toledo SCotumbua areas.
Cal Gregg Marians at
1-800-543-3792

Earn up to 14000 for summer Job In lea cream
parlor In Put-lrvBay. Flexible hours, Iree
houalng on Island. Contact Salty Stevens
41M14-1927 or 2117 SI RL 97. Lexington,
Ohio 44*04.
EBSCO Telephone Service now raring. Secure
summer position by working now Learn a marketable ami $ make money Flexible part-time A
fua-bms hours available (16 houra minimum.)
Guaranteed hourly wage Pius dairy bonua
baaed on sales Yaar round employment Join
Via run. After 4pm tor eppoceeona Interviews
held from 4:15-6:16 Cal lor an appointment
363-6662 113 N Mam SI (next to David a
Dal.)

ENERGETIC COUNSELORS
Mekt counaekjrs needed at amat
co-ed camp in Arkrondecks ol
upetete NY. near Montreal.
Saaxig. Wlndaurflng
WSI. TENNIS, nek) aporta.
hiring, tripe and moral
1-800-359-3666

FALL LEASES NOW
AVAILABLE
INCLUDES
HAS FOR HEATING
24-HOUR MAINTENANCE

LIFEGUARDS
Gal your summer |ob ened up nowl
Lifeguards al ahrlta ■ $4 50/hr
It interested, contact
JELLY STONE CAMP RESORT
3392 SR 82
Mantua. Ohio 44266
(near Sea World ol Ohio)

WaNTHROP TERRACE APTS.
HMDI

Open eudncne/lntarvkrwa being held for J.J
Muaky'a H you want to work with the newest
hottest, moat exerting restaurant In the Sanduaky area, earn greet money while having a great
time, work lor a mayor corporation who appreoetee good empkryaaa. pays wel and promotes
from within. If you have something extra to
offer. II you have a talent you are proud of. (musical, singing, or dancing talents wl ba put to
good use). If you are friendly, motfvaled. service minded parson, wa want you! Interviews
wfl ba held Aon 2 - Apr! 6. Apply m parson
11am • 9pm. The loeowtng poelbona wl be
aiieSoJiai - servers, bartenders, valet drivers,
bus persona, bar backs, security, dock persona, boutique sales, hoeteaaee/hoat. line
cooks, prep cooks, stswsrt. csshiers J.J.
Muaky'a Eatery al Pipe Creek. 2003 Cleveland
Rd Sanduaky. Ohio 419-626-6200
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. Wallera. Waltreeaea. Bartenders. Bueeers. Tangtewood
Country Club. 8746 Tangktwood Tral. Chagrin
Fats, O. 44022 IBambridga Twp.) Apply n
peraon. send lor application, or cal 543-7010.
Summer Kitchen Help!
Cooks, no axp. naadad. but helpful - wR train.
Must be 18 1 over. Sand resume to: Casino.
PO Box 13. Keaays Island. OH 43438

•ok. May 15. 1990
I 2 month lei
609 5th St - 2 Br houae $450 001 utl
424 1,2 S Summltefflc apt $195 lull
426 S Summit ■ 2 Br apt $345 00«ut.
Slave Smith 362-6917
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL.
CALL TOM 352-4173 DAYS OR 352-1100 EVE
1WKEWOS.
^^^
4 bdrm. house Large Ivtng room. Cloee to
campua. Available Summer and Fall.
352 5475
^^^
5 bdrm 6 peraon houae 12 month leeae. May
90- May 91' Cal 352 1584. 9-5 or 363-8611
AVAILABLE NOW
One 1 two bedroom apartments • furnished 1
unfurnished starting at $360 00 Gas 1 heat
included Free campua shunts
Wlnlhrop Terrace Apertmante.362-9135
BIO IS BETTERI
Rockledge Manor Apis
2 bdrm. 2 bathe w/dlshwsshers
Cal today to take a took!
RE MANAGEMENT 352-9302

laaiantSeleel Marketing imam
tor wholesale beverage distributor In Loraln,
Ottawa, Erie, Huron counties. Must have own
oar, ran. raq'd. Sand latter or resume to:
Dope S. PO Box 122, Loraln. OH 44012.

CHEAP HOUSING
SPACE NOW AVAILABLE FOR 1 MALE
ROOMMATE DURING SUMMER BRANO NEW
APARTMENT. CLOSE TO CMAPUS FOR
ONLY $130/M0 PLUS UTILITIES IT YOU
WANT IT. GRAB IT THIS ONE WONT LAST
LONG! CALL 372-4341 or 353-7888 IF YOU
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS. CALL ANYTIME

Toledo oompaniee seeking marketing students tor part-time starting Fall 1990 EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES!! Call the Co-op OFflee at 372-2451 or atop by 23$ Admin. Btdg.

DESPERATELY need 2 people to lublaaas
spacious 1 bdrm. houae thia aummar Vary
nice Acroaa from campus Al util Incl except
elec 353-4982 or 354 8612

UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM
June 24- Aug.3 (6 tares.)
A pre coeege preparatory program for high
school students Employment available as
Tutor/Counselor
Residential Minimum sophomore claaamcatlon
Four PoaWona
Inatructora
High school math. English, social studies, science Non-residential Bachelor's degree re
quired Salary negotiable
Applications avsleftla at
301 Hayea Hall Deadline April 2

DO YOU HAVE MORE
FEET THAN FIT IN YOUR
SQUARE FOOTAGE?
YES?
Fosow 3 Easy Steps To A
PLACE with more SPACE:
1 CaHToday-352-9302
2 Find out how to gat BIG
apace tor the beet $$$
3 Choose your 2 bdrm 2 bath apt.
1 move your FEET to our STREET!
ROCKLEDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
840/850 Sixth Street

352-9302
DON'T BE A FOOL
KEEP COOL
IN OUR POOLS
WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.

152-9135
Wan staff, hostess, bortendera
Now hiring tor 1990 Summer Season
Help needed lor al shifts
Island House Hotel-Port Canton. OH
1-800-233-7307
WANTED!
BGSU'S most qualified atudenta aa
ADVERTISING SALES REPS.
tat
THE BG NEWS
If you ere earl motivated,
results oriented. you have the potential
to ba one ol the highest paid atudenta
on campus. Open to ell majors. Musi have
own ear. Applications S tob descriptions
available: 214 Weat Hall. Daedllne 4/sftM.
We're looking lor aggressive college students
to market new Una of swimsuits and evening
wear. Good extra income Cal TODAY (613)
777-1188.

J52-9302

ilk )r Apis
George
$00 - Third Street
1 bdrm t 2 bdrm unll s:
fully fumlahed: AC.
Now leasing lor 18BO-199I.
and summer 1990
Convenient -1 res sonabla.
Cell 352-49M lpm-10pm
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. turn/unfurn. AC. aa low aa
$440/mo Heat included rates available Ph.
354 6036

FOR SALE

Preferred Properties la now leeeing lor summer
and M Piedmont apartments and many of our
other labnga are avaaable' Al roeidenta receive
a membership to Charrywood llssttti Spa Cal
3529378

1 Bundy trumpet $140 00 354-4752
1.6 cubic loot dorm refrigerator

$60 00. negotiable
353-4737. leave message
1978 Ford Thunderbird
Nice car. wel taken care ol $1200
669-4413 alter 6 00 PM

DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE SPECIAL
1 bedrm $346. Heat Incl.
Lrg ErHc. $280. Heel Incl.
Now you can afford your own apt
Theee spacioue apta. feature:
• Heel t water Incl.
•Fumlahed
•Convenient to campus
RE. MANAGEMENT

'

1988 BuKk Sommersel
Exceaent Condition Loaded $5,500
364-1207
SIKmiMUSSOLTD
Good Condition $500

Cal 353 9860
ATARI 2SO0 13 gamse $70. Cal 372-6834
Couch In excel cond 9ft long by 3 ft wide
Comfortable Makes a great bad $100. CM
Jon at 353-8033 or leave moasage
372-21S1.

R.O RENTALS 354-8800
Now kieemg for '90'91
1 bdrm spts. to 4 bdrm homes
We slow pets
STAYCLOSEI
Campus Manor Apts
'Free heat 1 Arc
•Belcomee
* Walk to campua a stores
'Furnished
Cal Today 3629302
Sublease 1 bdrm apt lor 6 months Summit
Terrace Apta Cal 8am 4pm. 352-6591: after
5pm. 354-5965

Four piece drum sat for $250 00 or beat offer.
Cal 891 0518. ask lor Chns

Sublease May thru Aug 15. 1990 2 bdrm
apt dose to campus Quiet 3rd fir. Al cond 1
petkj S200/mo plus else Cal Jon 353-6033
IM372-2181.

Gov'i Seized. Surplus Vehictee avaasble from
$1001 Call for immediate inlormation'
1-708 742-1142 Ext 1794

SUMMER RENTALS
Houses, apts rooms.
Cal 352 7365

Wntenoo game with "Wreetle Mania" cartridge
Cray used twice - 3 months ok) Make otter
352-4215
RACING BIKE
12 speed. Suntour. 2000 Aocuehffl. Index
ahrftlng. Dla-compe brakes, dual water bottle
mounts, araya rime 1969 Giant/13000
372 1651
Ratable car. Aektng $450 or beet offer Cal
364 4468.

Summer rentals Apartments, houses,
rooras. Cat Carty Rentals. 362-7366

and

SUMMER SUBLEASE
Exceaent location, huge yard lor barbequee and
pfcrscsl Furn . 2 bdrm. Cal 353-6960
Two 2 bdrm. apta. turn & unfum avelebie tor
Fas A Spring 1990-91 Summer apartments
Kan. & unfum. also avaaable VBege Green
Apartments. Cal anytime 364-3533

Gram farm neede experienced person to operate J 0 Int'l equip for apring 1 summer field
work Flexible bra Csl only
362-7060.

Stereo components Onkyo 30 watt digital
receiver $ 1 76 Kenwood double cassette deck
$200, Pioneer CD pktyer-$150, two AR 18
apeakara-$100. two Advenl bookahelf
epeekera-$150. Panasonic playback VHS
VCR-$50. stereo caomet/gleee doors $40
Cal Tom 4 00 PM 353-6971

Two bdrm 4 person apts BG APTS 818.
822 2nd St 9 1 12 mo leases 352-7454.
Attar 5pm 1 wkends 823-7565

bv John Bolssy

VCR$195 Klng-alzed water bed $170 or beel
offfera For more Into oU 363-8180

WANT FUN L(VINO?l?l?
Campua Manor Apta.
606CtoughSt
Free Heel and AJr Oas>sTaMgg
9 mo Mass

■87 Merkur XR4T1 Gsrmsn sports car
Excel cond Red. al options, low mass. auto.
MUST SELL! Aeklng $9750 00 1-424-2044.

Very large 2 bdrm apt for summer aublssss
cloee to campua, furnished w/phone. Cel anytime 364-3668. up to 3-person occupancy.

$695 00 mo
Summer leeaaa svaasbla

FOR RENT

• •SIVRENTALS* *
1 1 2 bdrm apta aval
9 1 I 2 mo leeaaa Cal 362-7454
•CARaaSJEAN CRUWE'*
RE Manegament
505CtougtiS1 B15
Apta tor aummar 1 tot
362-9302

RE. MANAGEMENT
362-9302
WANTED: one roommala to lease houae tor
she aummar 12$ par weak. Can js^guy
AaktorUaaYOU-Vt GOT TO SEE THESE
SNHkjntL
2bdrm.,tumlshad
Cloee ks campua
FREE gas. water 1 sewer
NEWLOVE RENTAL$
IMS. Main'352-5120

